TERMS OF USE AND MAIN PROVISIONS OF MY CASINO BEST
Updated March 13, 2019
Action is spread to the sites yourcasinobest.com and mycasinobest.com

REGULATIONS FOR ACQUAINTANCE
Please carefully read these Terms of Use and main provisions of sites yourcasinobest.com and
mycasinobest.com
The user located on the sites yourcasinobest.com (any of its subdomains) or mycasinobest.com
(any of its subdomains), agrees with these Terms and conditions and need to comply them.
Before taking part in an ITO, the User must thoroughly review these Terms of Use and main
provisions, the Privacy Policy, and other documents that are posted on the Sites of My Casino
Best.
The official documents listed above are required to be read. If User didn`t accept the Conditions
specified in the documents, My Casino Best can`t provide its services to this User, including the
sale of the CIN token.
By participating in the ITO of My Casino Best, User automatically confirms with these Terms and
conditions, accepts and agrees to comply them. You are fully aware of all the risks/costs
associated with participation in this ITO, purchase token CIN and with using of web-sites
yourcasinobest.com and mycasinobest.com.
The user, who wishes to become a part of ITO, need to meet the requirements described in the
Terms of Use.
Terms of Use and main provisions have a legal weight from the moment of their publication on
the Site. In order to relieve ourselves of all the responsibilities from the official documents of My
Casino Best, the User need to stop using the Sites.
1. TERMINOLOGY
1.1.

Main terms, which used in current Terms and Conditions:

 Conditions – these Terms of Use and main positions of My Casino Best.

 Updated – the date of the latest updates to the Terms of Use and the time of their entry
into force.
 Site – a web resource for which is spreads the action of official documents (Terms of Use,

Privacy Policy and others). In this case, the Site serves two resources of the company My
Casino Best located by address: yourcasinobest.com and mycasinobest.com
 User, Client or you – are any legal entity or individual (an individual must be over 18 years
old), registered/unregistered on the Site and using the services of the Site.

 Parties – directly my Casino Best on the one hand, the User/Client/You on the other hand,
which are the objects of this Condition.
 Personal Data Operator – is the Site Administrator or any other responsible person who
collects, stores and processes confidential information.
 Personal data – data about users, which was received by the Operator of personal data

during the interaction with Site.
 Personal account – User`s personal cabinet created on the Site.
 Token CIN – the utility-token of the project My Casino Best, which user can buy. The

capabilities of the token are described in White Paper.

1.2.

In the Terms of use, according to the context:
- In the words used in the singular, may include the plural and vice versa.
- One biological or social sex of a person can combine different types.
- All links for the law and documents include actual version.
- All expressions and terms used in the current document, can`t limit the meaning of
words and can`t change the interpretation in other documents.
- Feedback is available to both parties of current Conditions. For example, through the
following channels: e - mail, online chat on the Site, telephone and others.
- Headlines are used for convenience only.

2. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Terms and conditions from My Casino Best apply to Sites yourcasinobest.com, mycasinobest.com
and other sites located on the subdomain of the current addresses, which are the property of My
Casino Best.
Client, located on the site, accepts and undertakes to follow current Conditions and other official
documents My Casino Best. Those documents regulate an interaction with this web-site or the
conditions of the token`s purchase (token CIN). If the client didn`t accept Terms of use or Privacy
Policy, My Casino Best has no right to provide their services, and client can`t use the Site or buy
CIN-tokens.
These Terms of use can be changed and/or updated in any time at the discretion of My Casino
Best. It must be published and updated on the website. User undertakes to check Conditions over
time to find updates.
If Client use the Site after the publication updates, it is mean that he read new Conditions and
accepted with them.
When User complies current Conditions, My Casino Best can guarantee storage of the Client`s
personal data, accordance with the provisions described in the Privacy Policy, and provides its
services in accordance with these Terms of Use.

3. TERMS AND CONDITIONS
3.1. User Age
When Client use sites yourcasinobest.com and mycasinobest.com, he confirms that has reached
the age of eighteen and can accept these Terms of Use. My Casino Best is not responsible for the
distortion of the User ’s age.
3.2. Legal restrictions
In countries/regions where, by law, not allow to use our services or participate in ITO,
purchase/hold/use/transfer tokens, Clients can`t use the Site, services and/or participate in ITO
My Casino Best.
3.3. Geographic restrictions
By agreeing to these Terms of Use, you guarantee that you are not a citizen/resident of the
Region, where access/use of cryptocurrency/tokens is prohibited or participation in ITO is limited
by the law.
Citizens/residents of the United States of America have not the opportunity to participate in ITO
My Casino Best and purchase/storage/use of the token CIN.
If paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 were not observe, it can follow the loss of User's personal account and
other assets.
3.4. Users Responsibilities
Using the services of Site, you guarantee that:
1. you are responsible for providing true personal information;
2. do not pass on personal`s identification information. In case of loss the data you agree to
notify the Personal Data Operator about the situation, using any of the available
communication channels;
3. provide safety the personal information;
4. do not use the Website for illegal activities;
5. agrees with the probability of termination these Terms when were violation paragraphs
1 (3.4) and 4 (3. 4);
6. will not use the Site for the purpose of harming the activities/authority My Casino Best or
introducing malicious code;
7. agree not to violate the legal rights of other Users and not to threat;
8. do not violate copyright or intellectual property rights of My Casino Best;
9. do not create illegal gambling, pyramids, lotteries;
10. do not publish discriminatory or obscene materials on the Site;
11. do not use the Site to illegally collect information about other persons or send spam;
12. will not use the CIN token for money laundering or other unlawful acts;
13. do not use the Site to create a copy of site for your own purposes;
14. do not create intentional threats or interference to the hosting/user network My Casino
Best.

3.5. Content placement
Sites yourcasinobest.com and mycasinobest.com can consists another content or links to other
resources. By accepting these Terms, you agree that My Casino Best is not responsible for any
damage that may be caused by the use of links leading to third-party services.
3.6. Loss information
By accepting the current terms of the Terms of Use, the Client uses the Site at his own risk and
risk, accepts that My Casino Best does not bear any responsibility for the safety of the content
and the security of the personal account.

4. CONFIDENTIALITY
Client using yourcasinobest.com or mycasinobest.com, gives an agreement to the processing
own information by the Operator of personal data.

5. PARTICIPATION IN ITO AND PURCHASE TOKEN CIN
Participating in ITO, buying and storing a token CIN does not provide the participants/holders of
token the rights like an ownership of My Casino Best. Holders of token CIN have no authority for
making decision of management or further development My Casino Best.
You can`t purchase token CIN if you do not have qualification in the field of software systems
operating based on the blockchain and have no experience in working with cryptographic tokens.
Purchasing a token CIN you need to read carefully this Terms of use and other official documents
My Casino Best. If necessary, the Client may ask an advice from experts in the field of law,
accounting or taxation.
My Casino Best reserves the right to refuse selling a token CIN to any User who does not meet
the criteria for purchasing. These requirements are specified in section 3 of these Terms of Use.

6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT
User accepts that the Site is owned by my Casino Best, including graphic materials, text,
trademarks, design, etc. It doesn`t depends they were patented/unpatented and
protected/unprotected whether copyright.
My Casino Best have the property rights to IP addresses My Casino Best. Clients can`t use the
IP-address from My Casino Best for conducting illegal activities.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
My Casino Best, the Personal Data Operator or other officials, including directors and employees
are not responsible for any Client's actions on the Site.

Client who buy token CIN, confirms that My Casino Best and its other representatives are not
obliged to compensate costs due to non-use of tokens. Tokens purchase is not refundable.
8. WARRANTY
My Casino Best has no guarantee related with Site and other web resources. The information
contained on the Site, in these documents and other materials from the My Casino Best, can`t be
regarded as instruction, consultation or engaging in action.
9. FORCE MAJORS
9.1. My Casino Best may temporarily limit access to the Site in the event of planned/unplanned
maintenance or emergency technical design service. Temporary stop of using the Site can be
effected on the legal basis for the regulation and control of illegal money laundering, KYC/AML
and others.
You agree that My Casino Best is not responsible for damage caused due to unforeseen or forced
outages in the Site for any reason.
9.2. In the case of noncompliance this Terms and Conditions for reasons beyond the control of
My Casino Best, including acts of the military authorities, crisis, embargo, disaster, natural
disasters other, My Casino Best is not responsible for compliance with these Terms of Use and
other official documents.

10. FINAL PROVISIONS
10.1. Messages/notifications in relation to the current Terms and Conditions must be submitted
in Russian.
10.2. You accept that My Casino Best reserves the right to update these Terms of Use unilaterally
without advance warning.
10.3. Changes of the Terms of Use come into force from the moment they are published on the
Site. The updated Terms and Conditions located on the Site are singular true version of this
document. The previous versions published before lose their legal weight.

11. CONTACTS
11.1. All suggestions from the users about additions or changes current version Terms of use will
be reviewed individually.
11.2. You can contact us to this email address: promo@mycasinobest.com or by phone:
+380971277217

